Textiles

TEX 33. Elizabeth R. Pafford and John H.P. Pafford, Employer and employed: Ford, Ayrton...


TEX 37. Imperial Chemical Industries. Dyestuffs Division, Acid dyestuffs on wool. 1951. Donated by the Alan Petford estate.


estate.


17 December 2019


TEX 113. J. Herbert Cooke, The velvet and corduroy industry: a brief account of the various processes connected with the manufacture of cotton pile goods. London: Pitman, [1922].


TEX 126. Maria Murtagh, New ways, new cloths: textiles in the South Pennines
TEX 135 DA. J. Herbert Cooke, The velvet and corduroy industry: a brief account of the various processes connected with the manufacture of cotton pile goods [1922].
TEX 143 DA. The plain dealing linnen draper, 1696. Descriptions of different types of
cloth. PDF.
TEX / TEC 15. Howard & Bullough Ltd, Machinery calculations and useful memoranda


TEX / TEC 27. Unallocated.